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Abstract. Recommendation can be seen as tantamount to blind senti-
ment analysis, i.e. a sentiment prediction without text data. In that sense,
we aim at encoding priors on users and items while reading their reviews,
using a deep architecture with personalized attention modeling. Following
this idea, we build an hybrid hierarchical sentiment classifier which is then
used as a recommender system in inference.

1 Introduction

Since the Netflix [1] competition, many collaborative filtering –especially matrix
factorization– models where developed to exploit implicit [2] or explicit ratings
[3] to build user and item profiles. Classically, (user, item, ratings) triplets are
the main source of information to build such profiles. Yet, taking advanced
features into account such as review text [4] or time [5], leads to significant
gains in accuracy. However, even if accurate, suggestions made by collaborative
filtering can sometime be hard to understand or even spurious [6]. Such systems
are therefore frequently considered as blackboxes [7]. This poor scrutability
leads to a poor trust of users in recommendation systems which lowers their
effectiveness. Thus, yielding understandable recommendations is as important
as yielding accurate ones [8]. Consequently, we focus on two closely related
scientific issues: building for each user and item relevant latent profiles; and
sentiment extraction using an architecture derived from sentiment classification
state of the art [9, 10].

Our goal is to have an effective and interpretable collaborative filtering sys-
tem which uses review texts to improve and explicit suggestions. Learning a lan-
guage model to regularize a matrix factorization framework by predicting words,
sentences or reviews in addition to rating has been investigated in [11, 12]. In this
paper, we follow a different route. We consider recommendation as blind senti-
ment analysis, namely an opinion prediction without text data, where the goal
is to predict how a user will react to an item a priori. Our architecture encodes
each users’ and items’ bias at a word and sentence level by using a hierarchical
attention mechanism. Those bias are tied to the latent profiles for recommenda-
tion which aim at predicting review text instead of rating. We show that, fully
grounding recommendation in text space, yields an effective and interpretable
collaborative filtering algorithm.

The paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2, we present our method
which is evaluated in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 contains concluding remarks.
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Fig. 1: The Hierarchical Network for Attentive Recommendation on a single
input r. ABRs embeds the review’s n sentences into one vector er. Here,
ABRw encodes the jth sentence

2 Attention to Regularize and Explicit Collaborative Fil-
tering

Our goal is to predict how a user will react to an item, which is a standard
collaborative filtering task. Ratings tend to be heavily biased as some people
give always good/bad ratings and some items are under/overrated. This bias is
usually modeled by the global rating average µ which is offset by an item bias
bi and a user bias bu; this provides a strong baseline [3].

bui = µ+ bi + bu bi = µi − µ bu = µu − µ (1)

Here, to refine this mean behavior, we build an attentional sentiment classifier
coupled to a recommender system. To build latent profiles, we aim at extracting
relevant informations from review text using an attention mechanism. The sen-
timent analysis sub-objective enables us to extract user/item priors from review
text. We first describe how to build such two-headed network before explaining
how to train it.

Hierarchical Network for Attentive Recommendation

Our model dubbed Hierarchical Network for Attentive Recommendation is de-
picted in figure 1. It is composed of two attentive bi-directional recurrent mod-
ules (ABR) to hierarchically encode reviews. Each attentive module is linked to
a learnable user and item profiles which are used to build a surrogate review em-
bedding in the recommendation setting. Both review and surrogate embeddings
are classified using the same softmax classifier.
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Attentive bi-directional recurrent module (ABR). It is the main building
block of this model. It takes a sequence and a (user,item) embeddings pair as
input and returns an attended embedding. Formally, given a sequence seq =
{s1, ..., si, ..., sn} composed of n elements. To obtain its embedding es, it is first

fed through a bi-directional recurrent neural network RF = {
−→
RF,
←−
RF} which

reads it in both directions to get a sense of the local contexts within the sequence.
Then, the output at each time step is concatenated to obtain a sequence of hidden
representation hi (eq. 2). Here, we use LSTM’s [13] as recurrent cells.

hi = [
−→
hi ;
←−
hi ],

−→
hi =

−→
RF (si),

←−
hi =

←−
RF (si), (2)

Each element hi is then projected into an attention space U to compute
its affinity αi with a learnt attention vector a and normalized with a softmax
function. This attention vector a can be viewed as a question embedding, au-
tomatically learning discriminative features with respect to the task. The rep-
resentation of the sequence es is the sum of the contextual embeddings of the
sequence hi, weighted by their affinity αi computed in attention space with
respect to the attention vector (eq. 3).

es =
n∑

i=1

αihi, αi =
exp(aᵀti)∑
i exp(aᵀti)

(3)

In order to personalize attention, this projection in attention space is para-
metrized using the (user,item) embeddings (eq. 4).

ti = tanh(W txthi +Wuseruser +W itemitem+ bt) (4)

Customizing attention per (user,item) pair makes the model capable of learning
a parametrized bias that we want to exploit for recommendation.

General architecture of the Network. It is simply made of two stacked
ABR followed by a softmax classifier. The first ABR encodes each sentences
from its sequence of words (ABRw) while the second one encodes each previously
encoded sentences representations into one final review embedding (ABRs).

ABRw : (sr(t), p) 7→ es(t) ABRs : ({es(t)}, p) 7→ er (5)

Formally, given one input, a (user, item) = p embeddings pair and its review
r, composed of n sentences of variable word length tn. We obtain its attended
representation er by feeding each of its sentences embeddings {es(t)} into ABRs.
Embeddings which were obtained by feeding sequentially each review’s sentences
sr(t) into ABRw.

r = {sr(1), ..., sr(n)} = {{w(1), ..., w(t1)}1, ..., {w(1), ..., w(tn)}n} (6)

er = ABRs({ABRw(sr(1), ui), ..., ABRw(sr(n), ui)}, ui) (7)
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Dataset (#reviews) Mean (µ) w/offset w/HFT w/HNAR (ours)

Instant Video (37.126) 1.266 0.946 0.933 0.923
Digital Music (64,706) 1.165 0.857 0.844 0.839
Video Games (231,780) 1.441 1.122 1.097 1.097
CSJ (278,677) 1.218 1.134 1.107 1.092
Movie (1,697,533) 1.438 1.055 1.020 1.012

Table 1: Mean prediction error on the rating prediction task evaluated in MSE.
Baselines are global rating average µ, full rating bias (eq.1) and HFT model [11].
Reported values are the mean prediction error over 5 splits.

In parallel, a surrogate review embedding êr is computed using only the
(user, item) embeddings.

êr = user + item (8)

Finally, those embeddings er and êr are fed through the same classification layer.

psent = Softmax(W preder + bp) preco = Softmax(W predêr + bp) (9)

The final predicted rating, is a learnt ratio between the mean ratings (eq.1)
and the sum of the softmax output weighted by all the possible ratings r (1-5).

rui = (1− α) < r.preco > +αbui α = R ∈ [0, 1] (10)

The whole network is trained end-to-end using gradient descent to both mini-
mize cross-entropy error on sentiment analysis and mean-squared error on rating
prediction. Regularization is done using a standard L2 norm penalization.

Explanation generation. Explanations are drawn from the model using the
attention weights. For each suggestion made to user u on item i we aggregate
every sentences from every reviews existing on item i which we map to our
attention space. Following this we obtain a sorted list of each words, sentences
and reviews existing which can be viewed as mimicking the user’s attention over
existing reviews to find potentially interesting features.

3 Experiments

In this section we first evaluate the quantitative performance of our model on the
rating prediction task. Then, we present a peek inside the model and show how
a recommendation can be explained by extracting sentences or words relevant
to the user.
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Fig. 2: Example of extracted sentences and words to highlight recommendation.
Words are unordered. Sentences are ordered by attention score (in blue).

Protocol and Hyperparameters. For our experiments, we use several ama-
zon reviews datasets of increasing sizes which are reduced such that each of the
remaining users and items have 5 reviews each. We split each review text per
sentences and tokenized words using spacy1 NLP library. Words with less than 5
occurrences are discarded and replaced by an unk token. We used the pre-trained
GloVe [14] vectors of 200 dimensions trained on Wikipedia and Gigaword2 as
word vectors and every hidden dimensions were set to size 200. Finally, we used
Adam as optimizer.

Results. Quantitative Results are presented in Table 1. Baselines are com-
puted using HFT [11] original implementation 3. As Table 1 shows, appending
an attentive network to the recommendation objective improves its performance
a bit more than using a topic model. Moreover, attention can be used to get
an insight on what is interesting about one item as it models each users rating
behavior. Figure 2 shows an example of sentences and words extracted from
existing reviews to explicit recommendation. In this particular example, it high-
lights that this item is about Neil Diamond and that his music is considered as
”a classic”.

4 Discussion & perspectives

In this paper, we propose an original vision of the recommendation task where
the rating prediction in inference corresponds to a kind of blind sentiment analy-
sis –without text–. We implemented a two-headed deep architecture that exploits
attention parameters to build efficient user & item profiles: on the one hand,

1https://spacy.io/
2https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
3http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~jmcauley/code/code_RecSys13.tar.gz
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attention improves sentiment classification and enables us to extract relevant
explanations; on the other hand profiles are used to predict accurate ratings.

We consider several perspectives around this work, in particular, we would
like to build a slight variant of the current system where the predicted rating
is computed according to the sentiment found in the sentences selected by the
attention model on the targeted item.
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